Visualising topic modelling..
Simplifying or complexifying?
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DIGITALscience Consultancy
Make better decisions faster
Our Customers and Collaborators
Aggregating similar documents together (= unsupervised classification)
Corpus of documents
1. Clean text (copyright, ..)
2. Find compounds e.g. “climate change”
Find most common words
Group by term frequency
Challenges

- How many topics?
- Large datasets
Number of topics

- Depends on the purpose

- Depends on the homogeneity of the data
Explore transition – *Alluvial diagram*

- Follow the terms
- Terms in model with:
  - 25 topics
  - 26 topics
  - 27 topics
Hard to scale up

• 145 to 146 to 147
Clusters of topics - Dendrogram
Overview - Landscape
Visualisation of topic models

Simplifies the models  .. but some visualisations make them more complicated